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Abstract 

In this article, we analyze the possibility of employing short Russian folklore examples of 

chastushka during the development second language identities of philology students studying 

Russian as a foreign language. As observed, studying folklore texts in a foreign language 

environment contributes to the enhancing of the level of ethnolinguistic competence, which is 

important for understanding a different (Russian) mentality. An effective example of such texts 

may be the chastushka genre, being one of the few that actively develops through the deployment 

of various factors. Among its main characteristic, it includes a set of rules and norms of behavior, 

and a collective assessment of what is happening, and demonstrates the symbolic content of 

general cultural mores. 

This article draws on a model of linguistic identity presented by Yu.N. Karaulov. The model 

comprises three levels. The most interesting of these three levels, in the case of this study, is the 

psycholinguistic (linguo-cognitive) level, the units of which are perceptions, ideas, and concepts. 

We also discuss a model of secondary linguistic personality, firstly attributable to Khaleeva in 

the 1990s. This model is significant in its practicality for teaching foreign languages. 
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This paper also presents the components of the term ‘folk concept,’ for which, we pay 

particular attention to the figurative and evaluative components, since the conceptual 

component is itself relatively stable. We also conduct a comparative analysis of the symbolic 

content of lexemes of linguistic and cultural significance. 

The semantic complexity of the folklore texts and their linguistic and methodological potential 

when working with foreign students must be and are considered when conducting such a study, 

along with the possibility of applying obtained results when working with literary texts, thus 

facilitating the attainment of a deeper understanding of literary images and symbols as 

additional learning material. 

The results of this work may be used in practical courses of Russian as a foreign language, as 

well as in courses in ethnolinguistics and folklore. 

Keywords: Russia, folklore, ethnolinguistics, linguistic anthropology, literature 

Introduction 

The second or linguistic-cognitive level of a linguistic identity incorporates units that form the 

worldview of the speaker. Folklore is one of the forms of representation of the national collective 

consciousness that contributes to the formation of this worldview. As sucj, folklore presents a 

picture of the world of a certain people, thus contributing to the understanding of folklore as a 

tool for the formation of secondary linguistic identity, and of language ideologies within that 

community. 

A language community and its system form through certain language ideologies of a 

community. At the same time, the language reflexively affects these ideologies, and hence 

contribute to the consciousness of each speaker. When analyzing a person’s speech and the 

respective adjoining language, we can draw certain conclusions about that speaker's personal 

characteristics, both as an individual and as a member of the community of speakers. The notion 

of characterizing a person through spoken and written texts sets the foundation for the concept 

of  linguistic identity. In the 1990s I.I. Khaleeva employed the term ‘second language identity’ in 

teaching a foreign language, stating that 

the formation of a second language personality is most closely connected with instilling in 

a student a special perceptive ability to comprehend a different mentality, different 

strategy and tactics of life, and, therefore, a different way of understanding information that 

affects any side of this life 

(Khaleeva 1995, p. 43) 
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Aligning with this, Yu. N. Karaulov presents a system of linguistic personality, by observing three 

students who attempt to solve problems in and to hence master the structural and systemic 

connections of a language. For this, Karaulov suggests three levels of determination: These are 

as follows: 

The first and third levels are regarded as pragmatic and occupy an important place in the 

concept of language identity. Their units are significant from the point of view of utilitarianism. 

In the study of Russian as a foreign language (RFL), the most significant level is the linguistic-

cognitive level, with its incorporated system of values and meanings. At this level, the speakers 

form an understanding of the picture of the world with its hierarchy of values. When developing 

competence in a foreign language, a second set of linguistic identities form, which differ from 

those of the first language identity. The analysis of the levels of the first and secondary linguistic 

identities provides a vision of those factors to which we must pay attention.   

In this paper, we will consider in detail: 1) The idea of ‘concept,’ understood as a culturally 

significant cognitive structure. For this, we will draw on the example of the fundamental folklore 

concepts of ‘space’ and ‘time,’ in the texts of Russian chastushkas, and 2) the possibility of 

applying the research results to the practice of teaching Russion as a Foreign Language, though 

considering that students or RFL concurrently form second language linguistic identities. 

Literature Review 

Methodical Framework 

In order to achieve the intended goals of our research, it was necessary to first complete several 

tasks. The main tasks required a characterization of the folklore concept and its symbolic content 

within the texts of Russian chastushkas, and to thus apply this material in the formation of second 

language identities in RFL classes. For the research, we identified the following secondary tasks:  

Level Dscription 

Verbal-semantic  

Motivational Here, the units are concepts, ideas, understandings, and the development of 

each language identity into a more or less ordered picture of the world, 

reflecting a hierarchy of values. 

linguistic-cognitive Here, the units are pragmatic oriented, and are manifested, according to 

Karaulov, “in the communicative and action-related needs of the individual” 

(Karaulov 1987, p. 113). 
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1) A description of the model of a linguistic identity 

2) A secondary linguistic identity 

3) The identification of lexemes filled with symbolical content, their analysis, and the use 

of perspective through these when working with fiction 

4) Analysis of the semantic complexity of the folklore texts, the effect on the morphemic 

structure of the word; 

5) identification in folklore texts of lexemes with methodological potential in teaching RFL. 

Another significant question arising was that of the symbolic content of lexemes in these folklore 

texts, as well as the difference between the figurative and evaluative components of the folklore 

concept in Russian culture in general. 

The research materials, namely the chastushka text, largely influenced our selection of 

research methods. Furthermore, we employed a continuous sampling of the collection of 

chastushkas, dictionaries, reference books, and internet resources. Following this, we applied 

contextual and frame analysis to establish links between language units and the context of their 

use. 

Findings and Discussion 

As discussed above, the second level of building a linguistic identity has drawn our attention, 

mostly owing to the fact that it concerns cognitive units, concepts, and other elements necessary 

for the construction of a worldview. In the modern anthropocentric paradigm of philological 

research, folklore is of great scholarly interest, as it represents a reflection of collective 

consciousness, axiological attitudes, and evaluative and emotional perceptions of surrounding 

realities. One goal of folklore discourse is to preserve knowledge within the same community, 

where folklore discourse translates norms and standards of behavior, determines cognitive and 

valuable attitudes, resolves binary relations of normally and abnormally, good and bad, possible 

and not possible, as well as others (Emer 2011). Researchers have thus distinguished two sides 

of global folklore picture: The cultural-historical aspect and the linguistic factors, where texts 

within this structuralism acquire characteristics that differ to those of general language. 

Ethnolinguistic Framing of the Term ‘Concept’ 

The term ethnolinguistics is understood as “a culturally marked verbalized meaning, presented 

in terms of expressing a number of its linguistic realizations” (Vorkachev 2001, p. 96). This term 

combines language, mentality, and culture, and suggest an integrative shade when employed in 

the folklore context. It also worth noting that the folklore concept differs to the general language 
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concept, though the apparent definition is the same, figurative and evaluative aspects are 

diverse. 

Using Folklore in Second Language Identities and Ethnolinguistic Competence  

The use of chastushka texts in the process of teaching RFL for the formation of a second language 

identity is feasible. As Chaika notes, 

One of the possibilities of increasing the ethnolinguistic competence of foreign students in 

the process of teaching the Russian language can be considered the use of folklore texts.  

(Chaika 2002, p. 14) 

The chastushka is a short text, often four-lined, and, therefore facile to learn. Here, the 

ethnolinguistic, figurative components of a short folk rhyme provide a framework for the 

formation of ethnolinguistic competencies. Accordingly, when working with chastushka texts in 

the practice of teaching RFL one should take into account the specifics of their language design, 

and the functioning of lexemes verbalizing concepts. 

Folklore text is a message encoded and decrypted, and thus we can discuss different levels of 

understanding. The first level may assume a direct reading of the text, where, at the second level, 

symbols are decoded. At the third level, semiotic oppositions are considered. The semantic 

complexity of the folklore word, which is determined by the specifics of folklore texts and the 

sphere of their existence (which affects the morphemic structure of the word), is considered in 

the works of A.T. Khrolenko. The features of the folklore word according to A.T. Khrolenko are: 

1) the generalization of the meaning, which is due to the generalization of the images of 

folklore, when, for example, a bun, candy, lollipop can act as names of not only various 

delicacies, but also as a generic word for treat. 

2) evaluation, or connotation; each folkloric word represents a particular folkloric 

situation. The word creates not only an image, but also gives an assessment. However, it 

should be borne in mind that the connotation due to the semantic environment and 

position in the text has a textual character; 

3) symbolism; 

4) Locked meaning (the semantics of a word initially contains features that should be 

implemented in the text) (Khrolenko, 1992). 
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Thus, in the folklore semantic unit (sememe), we can distinguish: 

1) hyperseme with a general thematic value 

2) denotative seme (general linguistic meaning) 

3) connotative semes (increments of meaning, textual and extratextual) 

It is worth paying attention to the specificity of the evaluative content which manifests itself in 

the hyperbolization and idealization typical for the folklore picture of the world. Given that the 

author of the chastushka creates and focuses on a collective linguistic identity, it is worth noting 

the orientation of the assessment: A collective linguistic identity towards objects and real life 

situations. When working with the evaluative content of a folklore word, one can distinguish: 

1. The level of the immediate meaning of the word (good / bad; beautiful / ugly; far / close); 

2. The level of normative assessment (meets or does not meet the norm). At the same time, 

at the level of normative assessment, semantic differences are neutralized: a steep bank, 

bitter tears, a good fellow, a pure field, correspond to the norm, they are as they should be. 

Here we also remark that the folklore word has not only semantic features, but also specific 

morphemic characteristics. Scholars note the multiplicity of prefixes on verbs, the prevalence of 

complex adjectives that have a ‘color’ component and a ‘quantitative’ root. 

The chastushka genre is often compared with the newspaper chronicle genre. It was the 

chastushka that made it possible to spread information by word of mouth, that quickly 

responded to events in public and political life, that gave an assessment of events, and that also 

kept a certain set of rules of human behavior in society. These texts were reproduced for a long 

time, were practically unchanged, and were able to preserve ideas of the world. 

We now discuss lexemes verbalizing the folk concepts of ‘space’ and ‘time,’ which are of the 

significant interest to researchers working with foreign audiences studying RFL classes. The 

concepts of ‘space’ and ‘time’ are core to the folklore representation of the world, largely owing 

to the fact that they are pervasive in life and society. Furthermore, studying subconcepts such as 

‘our own’ and ‘somebody else's’ space, we can discuss and represent notions of ‘near’ space, 

which signifies protection, calmness, stability, life, whereas ‘foreign’ space is perceived as 

danger, separation, death. By studying the verbalization of evaluative and figurative content in 

the concept of  time, we can track the changes taking place in society, the mores and customs of 

the people, and changes reflected in vocabulary.  
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Lexeme What represents Evaluation Example 

House 
Center of 
someone's own 
world/ family 

Positive/calm/protection 

«Govorila ya milomu:  
Ne s bogatogo ya domu» 
/I said to my dear: 
I’m not from a wealthy house/ 

Stove 
Place for the 
dearest 
people/wet nurse 

Positive/comfort/warmt
h/protection 

«Oy, pechi, pechi, pechi, 
Vsem na radost' kalachi!» 
/Oh, stoves, stoves, stoves, 
To all the joy of kalachi (bread)/ 
 

Circle Dance place/ chatting 
Positive/relax/merriment/ 
conversation 

«Dayte, devki, dayte krug! 
Dayte krug poshire!» 
/Give, girls, give a circle! 
Give a wider circle!/ 

Water Border place 
Negative/death/separation
/end of love  

«Vstanu v vodu po koleni, 
Ty, lyubov', toni do dna.» 
/I’ll kneel down in the water, 
You, love, sink to the bottom/ 

Factory New place 
Negative/ 
death/captivity/non-
freedom  

«Rasproklyatyy nash zavod 
Pereportil ves' narod.» 
/Our factory may be cursed 
Spoiled all the people./ 

Sunday Leisure time/ religion 
Positive/ dance/ holy time 
(before USSR) 

«Naprolet vse voskresen'ya  
V nashem klube provozhu» 
/All the time on Sunday, 
I spend in our club/ 

House 
Center of someone's 
own world/ family 

Positive/calm/protection 

«Govorila ya milomu:  
Ne s bogatogo ya domu» 
/I said to my dear: 
I’m not from a wealthy house/ 

Table 1: Examples of lexemes used in RFL lessons 

Conclusion 

A comparison of the connotations of the aforementioned lexemes in different historical periods 

makes it possible to trace the dynamics of the figurative, evaluative, and, in some cases, 

conceptual components of folklore, and to apply the acquired knowledge for a deeper 

understanding of the ethnolinguistic situation by philologists in the process of teaching RFL. It is 

also worth noting that working with live language material (in our case, with chastushka) is 

frequently perceived as highkly engaged for students. 
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